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Abstract. Comparison theorems for conjugate points of fourth

order selfadjoint differential equations have been established by

J. Barrett. In the present paper a more direct method of proof is

used to generalize Barrett's theorem to general selfadjoint equations

of even order while replacing certain pointwise conditions on the

coefficients by weaker integral conditions. Further generalizations

are indicated to nonlinear equations, to differential inequalities,

and to certain nonselfadjoint equations.

Let u(x) and v(x) be nontrivial solutions of

(1) JZ((-iyrk(x)uM(x))M =0    and

(2) £((-l)*lc*(x><«(*))«>=0
i-0

respectively, where the coefficients of (1) and (2) are real valued and

satisfy

r„ > 0    and    rk E Ck[a, °°)        for k = 0, • • • , n;

Rn>0    and   Rk E Ck[a, «>)        for k = 0, ■ ■ ■ , n.

We shall be interested in nontrivial solutions of (1) and (2) which

satisfy

u(a) = u'(a) =  ■ ■ ■ = U^~l)(a) = 0

(3)
= tt(8) = u'(B) = • • • = u<»-»(6),

v(a) = v'(a) =  • • • = ^"-''(a) = 0

(4)
= v(y) = v'(y) =  ■ ■ ■ = »("-1)(7).

The smallest number 8>a such that (3) is satisfied nontrivially by a

solution of (1) is denoted by pi(a) and called the first conjugate point

of x =0; t}i(a) is similarly defined by (2) and (4). The purpose of this
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paper is to establish relations among the coefficients of (1) and (2)

which assure that Viia) Spiia).

Oscillation properties of higher order selfadjoint differential equa-

tions have recently been studied by several authors who reduce such

equations to first order vector systems. For example, Barrett [l ] re-

duces fourth order equations to vector systems of the form

(5) u' = Au + Bw,       w' = Cu+Aw

where A, B, and C are nonsymmetric 2X2 matrices. Hunt [2] and

Howard [3] reduce equations of order 2ra to vector systems of the

form

(6) u' = Au + Bw,       w' = Cu- A*w,

where B and C are symmetric matrices. In all cases, the authors then

use a device due to Sternberg [4] to reduce these vector systems to

the form

(7) u' = Ew,       w' = - Fu

where E and F are symmetric. The system (7) is then studied by

means of matrix Riccati equations or other techniques.

In this paper we shall show that an identity established by the

author [S] for systems of the form (7) can also be applied to the more

general systems of the form (6). This fact allows us to circumvent the

transformation of Sternberg and to establish extremely simple com-

parison criteria for conjugate points of (1) and (2).

Given solutions uix) and i/(x) of (1) and (2), respectively, we define

„   I1'   \ /''    \«(*)=; ,    vix)=\

/-[(-l)B(r„W W){—1) + (-l)n-l(rn_lW(B-l))(71-2)^-riW,ji

_ {     [(-l)B(r„«<»>)<»-»+ • • • + r2u"} \

\ '■■

I-[(-l)"(i?n»("))('--1) + (-l)"-1(i?n-lf(n-1))(n-2)+-Riv']\
[(-l)»(2?B»<»>)<»-»+ ...+RiV"] \

[*>>] J
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Equations (1) and (2) can then be written as vector systems of the

form

(1') u' = au + bw,        w' = cu — a*w,

(2') v' = Av + Bz,       z' = Cv - A*z,

where

(i) A=a = (afj) and 0<j = 1 if j = i +1

= 0 if jVt+1,
(ii) o = diag(0, 0, • • • , l/rn);B=diag(0, 0, • • • , 1/Pn),

(iii) c = diag(r0, ru ■ ■ ■ , r„_i); C = diag(P0, Ri, ■ • • , Rn-i).

In addition to (2') we shall be interested in studying the matrix

system

(2") V = AY + BZ,       Z' = CV - A*Z.

For if we consider a fundamental system of solutions vi, • • ■ , vn for

(2) which satisfies

Vi     (a) =0,   i, j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n;       Vi,k    (a) = 5^,   j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n

where

it— i
*-*  ,,      ^v"-',, (n-»). (i-l-«)

Vi.t = JZ ((-1)    R«-v<     ) .       k = l, ■ ■ ■ ,n,

then the column vectors

Ivi      \ l-[(-l)n(Rnv?T1)+----Riv'i}\

^ U f, [(-lf(RnvfTl)+ - ■ ■ + xrf]\
(8) Vi(x) = • • ,   Zi(x) =

\   '(n-1) / \      Tr.' <n)l /
\Vi I \        [RnVi     I I

satisfy (2') for i = l, • • ■ , «, and the matrices V(x), Z(x) whose col-

umns are i>,- and z,-, respectively, satisfy (2"). Furthermore it follows

readily [l], [3], that 771(a) is the smallest 7 > a for which det F(7)=0.

In connection with the system (2"), it is also important to note

that if B and C are symmetric, then d[V*Z-Z*V]/dx = 0, so that

V(a)=0 implies that V*Z = Z*V. If, in addition, V~l exists, then

(9) ZV~l = V*~lZ* = (ZV-1)*.

Finally, we shall require the following notion of ordering among

matrices.

Definition. Given matrices P and Q, we shall write Q<P in case

(i) the range of Q is orthogonal to the null space of P and
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(ii) Q* — Q*P~1Q is positive semidefinite, where P'1 is to be in-

terpreted as the inverse of P in the range of Q.

Lemma. Let uix), wix) be a nontrivial vector solution of (1') and let

V{x), Z{x) be a matrix solution of (2"), where a = A,B is symmetric and

positive semidefinite, and b^.B. If det V{x) f^O and (9) is satisfied, then

d[u*w - u*ZV~lu]/dx = u*ic - C)u
(10) L J

+ w*ib* - b*B~lb)w + y*By,

where y = B_1bw—Z V~xu.

Proof. Expanding the left side of (10) yields

d[u*w - rfZV-^/dx = u*w' - rfZ'V^u + u*'w

- u^ZV-'u - u*ZV-xu' + u*ZV-1V'V~1u.

Using the differential equations (1') and (2") we get

d[u*w - tPZV-lu]/dx = u*icu - a*w) - u*{0V - A*Z)V~1u

+ iu*a* + w*b*)w - {u*a* + w*b*)ZV~xu

- u*ZV-\au + bw) + u*ZV~\AV + BZ)V~xu.

Cancelling the terms of the form u*aw ,u*A*ZV~1u, u*ZV~xau, in-

serting   — w*b*B~1bw + w*b*B~1bw, and rearranging   terms yields

d[u*w - u^ZV-^ydx = u*ic - C)u + w*(b* - b*B~1b)w

+ [iB-tbw)* - (2F-1u)*]5[(73-1iw) - (ZV~lu)].

In this last manipulation we have made use of the assumption B =B*

and of (9). The identity (10) is clearly equivalent to the last equation

above.

Theorem. Let uix) be a nontrivial solution of (1) satisfying (3),

where B=piia). If

(i) 0<Rnix)Srnix) ioraSxSB and

(ii) Rkix)Srkix) for aSxSB and k = 0, ■ ■ ■ , n — 1,
then 771(a) SB.

Proof. Referring back to the definitions of a, A, b, B, c, and C, in

the systems (1') and (2'), it is clear that hypothesis (i) implies that

&-<_£>. Suppose now thatr;i(a) >Bso that the matrix V, whose columns

are given by (8), satisfies det V{c) =^0 for a<x SB. By continuity we

may replace the point a used to define V by a slightly smaller a' <a

and thereby assure V{c) y^O for aSxSB. Since V{x') =0, (9) is satis-

fied and by the lemma above (10) holds for aSxSB. Since B is posi-

tive semidefinite,
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(11) d[u*w - u*ZV~lu]/dx ^ u*(c - C)u + w*(b* - b*B~1b)w

with equality iff y*By = 0. However this last condition is satisfied iff

(12) B~lbw - B'lBZV~lu = 0.

Since B_1 is nonsingular on the range of 6, (12) is satisfied iff

bw - BZV-'u = 0,        u' - au- (V - AV)V~lu = 0,

u' - V'V-'u = 0

or finally iff

(V~lu)' = 0

which implies that u= Vk for some constant vector k and that

V(a) = V(8) =0. Ruling out the contradictory case y*By = 0, we in-

tegrate both sides of (11) from a to 8 to get

(13) ° > f   ["*(« ~C)u + w*(b* - b*B~lb)w]dx.
J a

However our hypotheses (i) and (ii) assure that c — C and b* — b*B~1b

are positive semidefinite, and therefore the right side of (13) must be

nonnegative. This yields the desired contradiction and shows that

ViM^B.
In case » = 2, the above theorem reduces to a result of Barrett

[l, Theorem 5.1]. While Barrett's proof would also seem to allow

generalization to arbitrary n, the present techniques are substantially

more direct and less laborious. Furthermore the present method of

proof allows a number of generalizations of the theorem which are

sketched below.

1. Hypotheses (i) and (ii) can clearly be replaced by weaker integral

conditions which assure that the right side of (13) is nonnegative. If

u(x) is a solution of (1) which realizes the conjugate points a, B, then

this integral condition becomes

f   iZ (n - Rk)[u^]2dx ̂  0.

2. In the proof of the lemma, no assumptions need be made

regarding the linearity of the matrices appearing in (1') and (2").

Accordingly the coefficients of (1) and (2) may take the form

rk(x, u, ■ ■ ■ , «(n_1)) and Rk(x, v, ■ ■ • , i^"-1') as long as the hypoth-

eses of the theorem hold for a^x^B and for all values of the other

arguments of the r* and Rk.

3. In case (!') is replaced by the system
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u' = au + bw,        u*w' ^ u*cu — u*a*w,

the lemma yields an inequality in place of (10) which suffices to prove

the theorem. As a result, we may replace the equation (1) by the

inequality

«E((-1)V*(*)«*>(>))») 5; 0.
i-0

4. In the proof of the lemma, no assumption is made regarding the

symmetry of the matrices b or c. Accordingly we may consider certain

nonselfadjoint equations in place of (1). Defining

un = rnuM,

Un-l  =   — Un   + r„_l«(B_1),

un-k = ~ Un-k+i + qn-kU(n~k+1) + rn-kU(n~k\        k = 2, •••,« — 1,

we consider in place of (1) the equation

ui — qou' — r0u = 0.

This equation can still be written in the form (1') with a and b un-

changed and

>o    qo    0    0 • • •   0        0

0   ri   }j   0-"   0       0
c =

rn-i    ?ti-2

0      r„_j.

The comparison theorem remains valid if c is replaced by the above

matrix.
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